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Strong and Sexy
There is an aura around Jay that screams confidence
and power! He has an authority air about him that
people react to, but when it comes to Dyan; he is
week in the knees and would do anything for her.
However, Dyan struggles to survive one tragedy after
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another to
fight
for the love she found on the island
with Jay, but the odds are stacking up against her!
Will she succumb to these trials or will she find the
strength to endure them and conquer them to finally
get her happily-ever-after?

Freezing in Duval
Claire Reynolds has had to fight for everything that
she has achieved in her life. An erratic foster-care
upbringing has left her determined to put in the hard
work necessary to achieve her dreams and build a
solid future. Armed with her MBA and a five-year plan
she has landed a prestigious internship with
Bellingham Developments. If she excels, she will
surely be offered a permanent job and a chance to
make her mark in the industry she loves. Enter
Andrew Bellingham, heir to the Bellingham empire.
Drew is most definitely not a part of any five-year
plan. His playboy reputation is often the talk of the
town; but Claire is surprised to find that Drew is
completely the opposite of the gossip that surrounds
him. Charming and intelligent, not to mention
devastatingly handsome, Drew is a man who gets
what he wants. And despite his father's dismay, what
he wants is Claire SNEAK PEEK! “I’m going to leave
you two to it,” Nora said, “but might I suggest actually
speaking directly with the man?” Her eyes sparkled
with humor. “I should go with you,” I insisted. I felt
like it was rude to let her leave alone. “Take some
time to sort him out and I’ll see you on Monday. Good
job this week, Claire. I couldn’t have asked for a
better intern." I seriously had the coolest boss ever,
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but I heard
the
veiled warning in her words of advice.
I needed to make the drama go away so we could
focus on work. “Flavor of the month?” Drew frowned
as he took Nora’s vacant seat beside me. “I’m
flattered” Honesty, that's what Nora had
recommended. “But?” “How is this hard?” I blurted
much to his amusement. “You’re adorable when
you’re mad.” He chuckled. “Drew! Please try to
understandI, I come from nothing,” I stammered. “I
grew up in foster care and I’ve had to claw my way
here. Failure is not an option - failure is the difference
between having a roof over my head or a spot on the
street. This internship is everything, and I cannot risk
the possibility that this could turn into a real job, on a
silly flirtation. I understand you want to irritate your
father and that showering your attention on a nobody
like me is a good way to do thatbut it’s too much of a
risk for me. Can’t you understand that?” “Two things
and then I will leave you to your evening,” he said
softly and I could see the anger flashing in his eyes.
“First, I had no idea how much this job means to you
and I didn’t realize my attention could be such a
negative thing. I promise I will not bother you at work.
I would hate to think I could jeopardize your future.
Second, I am not trying to piss my father off bywhat
was it? ‘Showering my attention on a nobody like
you’. I resent that you would even think of yourself in
that light. I find I’m incredibly intrigued by you, Claire.
I happen to think you are beautiful, funny, charming,
completely refreshing and the more I get to know you
the more I like you. I admire your drive and dedication
and now that I know something of your background, I
think I am in complete awe of you. I won’t interfere
with your internship, but I would like to make you
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aware right
your attention outside of work.” I was completely
overwhelmed by his words as well as his anger. Anger
that I didn’t see myself the way he saw me. I was still
reeling when his lips brushed mine in a tentative kiss
that sent my heart racing in my chest. “Good evening
Claire,” he whispered as he stood to leave me free,
freebie, new adult, contemporary romance, career,
rich boss, new adult with sex

Alice Fantastic
FBI agents Dillon Savich and Lacey Sherlock must
protect a young political speechwriter who has
received threats against her life. But they could never
guess that the danger is already close to his prey-and
about to strike. From the Paperback edition.

You're Not You
At the height of the hair-metal craze, when the
airwaves were dominated by ear-shredding guitar
solos played by men clad in lace gloves, cowboy
boots, and tight denim, when Aqua Net was more
precious than gold, when MTV actually played music
videos and not just shows like Pimp My Locker, a band
named Onyxxx (one X wasn’t nearly enough) came
close to making it big. What stopped Onyxxx from
taking its place beside legendary bands like Poison,
Guns N’ Roses, and Mötley Crüe? Sex, drugs,
groupies, . . . and geometry homework. Craig
Williams, Onyxxx’s red-haired, head-banging guitarist,
tells his tale of near rock stardom in Mom, Have You
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Seen My For
Leather
dead ringer for Loni Anderson, club owners willing to
offer sexual favors and limo rides, and scads of
California girls lifting their shirts and screaming their
names, Craig knew what it was to be a star—until he
realized that Onyxxx wasn’t the second coming of
Warrant. They just weren’t that good. And Craig
wasn’t having fun anymore. A music memoir for any
child of the 1980s and ’90s, a nostalgic trip down
Sunset Strip, and a hilarious tribute to a musical era
we can only hope will never have a resurgence, Mom,
Have You Seen My Leather Pants? will give you an
appetite for destruction. From the Trade Paperback
edition.

The Panty Melter
The follow up to the top five Sunday Times bestseller
I'm Only Being Honest reveals Jeremy Kyle's lighter
side as he opens up on topics such as celebrity,
middle age, parenting and Gordon Brown. Love him or
loathe him, you can't ignore Jeremy Kyle Is he the
most opinionated man on television or the only man
who has the balls to say what we're all thinking? He
pulls no punches on stage but when the studio lights
are turned down and the cameras stop rolling, what is
it really like being Jeremy Kyle, one of the nation's
most controversial celebrities? Moreover, how would
he cope if the focus of his famed straight-talking was
himself? In You Couldn't Make It Up Jeremy tells us
exactly what life is like inside the 'crazy celebrity
circus', complete with the rollercoaster ride of his
accidental TV career and all the highs and lows of his
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Read how he really feels about his fellow
celebrities; how he's coping with the minefield that is
middle age and being a modern dad; uncover what
Jeremy thinks about the true state of the nation and
what he'd really like to do to our politicians! Funny,
self-deprecating and bursting with his trademark
honesty, You Couldn't Make It Up shows us the Jeremy
Kyle 'not seen on TV', and it's as entertaining and
outspoken as the man who is.

Reckless
Blowing It All Sky High Shayne Mahoney is the laidback, easygoing rebel in his family. But running Sky
High Air--a charter airline catering to the rich and
famous--is a dream come true, especially with in-flight
specials like kissing his client's beautiful, brainy
daughter in a cozy coat closet. But before Shayne can
say "Fasten Your Seat Belts," Dani claims to witness a
murder, gets stalked in her own apartment, and, as
an added bonus, gets them both shot at by a mystery
sniper. Normally Shayne would be strapping on his
parachute and jumping out of the plane by now, but
with Dani's delicious body clinging to his, letting go is
the last thing he's willing to do. . . "Shalvis makes me
laugh, makes me cry, makes me sigh with pure
pleasure." --Susan Andersen, New York Times
bestselling author Praise for Jill Shalvis and her novels
"Hot, sweet, fun, and romantic! Pure pleasure!"
--Robyn Carr, New York Times bestselling author
"Witty, fun and sexy--the perfect romance!" --Lori
Foster
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Abby continues her life in New York City. Her life feels
hollow and empty. The happy, satirical, and outgoing
persona she projects is just a mask. But no one can
see through the facade. Except Fernan. Abby works
as a secretary to the esteemed artist. Their
relationship is simple and uncomplicated, but when
he asks her out, she immediately rejects him.
Alexandra and Blaise move to the city so they can
continue their education. Alexandra is finally in
medical school, and Blaise is pursuing his dream to be
a lawyer. The happiness they share makes Abby feel
even worse. Eventually, Alexandra pushes Abby to
give Fernan a chance. And she doesn't regret it. Paul
is still healing from the breakup but he isn't handling
it very well. In secret, Abby consoles him. But she's
also trying to nurse herself back together. When she
meets his brother, Toby, fists immediately fly. They
don't get along. All they do is bicker and argue. Until
Abby starts to feel differently Caught between two
men that make her happier than she expected, she
must decide who's better suited for her. Who's is her
soul mate and who's the love of her life?

When Everything Get's in the Way
From the first moment they met, Reina and Payton
were magically connected. A simple vacation turned
Payton's life a new direction, one that offered love
and family, two things she had always dreamed of.
Reina's two children captured her heart. They were as
full of love and affection as their mother, and tugged
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Lifestrings. With another child on the
at Payton's
way, and the chance at a lifetime of passion, Payton
would not let this opportunity pass. Quitting her job
and moving, were the least of the changes as she and
Reina learned to share and grow along with their
family. They had children to raise and a love that
would only strengthen with time.

Main Land
Sink your teeth into this #1 New York Times
bestselling GhostWalker novel—a “fantastic, sinister
tale of danger and treachery”(RT Book Reviews).
GhostWalker Wyatt Fontenot knows the price he paid
for the secret military experiments that gave him his
special catlike abilities. After all, he left his bayou
home a healer and came back a killer. While Wyatt
and his GhostWalker brother Gator may have known
exactly the sort of game they were getting into, Wyatt
never anticipated where it would lead—or to whom.
The swamps hold many mysteries, but few are as
sinuously seductive as Le Poivre de Cayenne. The
woman the locals call Pepper is every bit as enigmatic
as the three little girls she’s desperately trying to
protect. From what, Wyatt is soon to discover. Right
now Pepper needs a man like Wyatt. Passionately. But
her secrets are about to take them both deeper into
the bayou than either imagined—where desire is the
deadliest poison of all. INCLUDES A BONUS EXCERPT
FROM CHRISTINE FEEHAN’S GHOSTWALKER NOVEL,
NIGHT GAME

Losing Grip
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Steven dropped to his knees next to the paramedic.
"Jenna." Her eyes opened and in them he saw shock
and tears and guilt. "I'm so sorry, Steven. I should
have listened to you." Steven noticed the smears of
blood on her worn Duke T-shirt. "Any other wounds?"
he asked the paramedic.Only her throat. the blood on
her shirt appears to be her own." "We found bloody
handprints on the carpet where she crawled from the
bedroom," said Uniform Two.Steven's gut seethed as
he pictured her scared and hurt and crawling through
her own house like a wounded animal. For that alone,
whoever did this to her would pay

Are You My Guru?
In Albuquerque, New Mexico, two young women
become entranced by young flamenco guitarist
Tomâas Montenegro and decide to dedicate
themselves to the disciplines and demands of the
university's flamenco academy.

Mom, Have You Seen My Leather Pants?
"Meghan and Michael embark on a balls-out, crosscountry tour starting in California, the heart of liberal
America, and ending in the state of Connecticut, the
home of blue-blood Wall Street billionaires. Along the
way, they visit such cultural touchstones as Graceland
and Branson, party in Las Vegas and New Orleans,
pretend to be Mormon in Salt Lake City (only for a
second), and go to a mosque in Dearborn, Michigan.
They tour the nations capital; they fire semiautomatic
weapons. But mostly Meghan McCain and Michael Ian
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similarities, and how American politics has gotten so
divided."--Front jacket flap.

Riptide
This book is for any woman looking to reclaim HER
SEXY, and find true purpose, passion, and happiness
in life. Bonus: Includes seven interactive worksheets
to complete as you read the book. Marriage.
Motherhood. Career Changes. Life changes like these
can hit you with an unexpected force and leave you
feeling as if you've completely lost your sense of
SELF. Have You Seen My Sexy is a short read about
rediscovering all the things that make you the best
version of mother, wife, woman, entrepreneur, sister
or friend that you can possibly be. It's about finding
what makes you sexy both inside and out, and
redefining your approach finding purpose, passion,
and happiness in your life.

Dead Sexy
The main character, Jim, is sixty two years old and
retired. The first part of the year he stole a semi truck
filled with billions of dollars and that put him in the
middle of a game he really didn't want to play. The
Novel “The Pawn in The Game” In this new Novel the
game gets bigger and more dangerous. The enemy
that Jim thought he had destroyed was alive and well.
With the help of all his family and friends he tries to
stay alive. And as Jim would say “Do the next right
thing. The third and final Novel in this trilogy has been
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written, but
yet published; the name will be “The
New Beginning.”

Always
New York Times bestselling author Mary B. Morrison
delivers a seductive, mesmerizing tale of "love" gone
dangerously wrong. . . No matter how direct Loretta
is, Granville doesn't get it. He was fine when it came
to burning up the sheets, but that's where their
connection ends--or so she thinks. When he begins
stalking her, Loretta's gorgeous girlfriend, Madison,
claims she can tame any manso Loretta dares
Madison to prove she can tame Granville. But sexing
Granville while she's engaged to the most eligible
bachelor in Houston may cost Madison more than
Loretta's bet is worth. . . Praise for Mary B. Morrison's
I'd Rather Be With You "Drenched in jealousy,
cheating. . .will leave readers gasping in shock."
--Library Journal "The sequel to If I Can't Have You has
just as much drama, fighting and lying as its
predecessor." --RT Book Reviews

Elysia
Read Wendy Shanker's blogs and other content on
the Penguin Community. From the author of The Fat
Girl's Guide to Life—an insightful and humorous
memoir of one woman's quest to navigate the world
of alternative healing. At age 33, Wendy Shanker was
on the verge of Have It All-itis: a Midwestern girl living
in Manhattan, writing for television, mingling with
celebrities, and publishing her first book. Plus, she
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had a fierce
wasn't. Diagnosed with a rare autoimmune disease,
Wendy knew she was in for it- at the very least a
cocktail of chemo and steroids (certain to challenge
her body image), a bustling career put on hold, and a
major hurdle to her dating life. When she ran out of
medical options, Wendy found herself exploring
everything from acupuncture, colonics, and energy
healing to detox retreats, tarot card readers, and an
intuitive therapist who wanted her to talk to her liver.
Surely there must be a guru somewhere who can fix
everything-right? Watch a Video

Viper Game
A sexy cowgirl gives a rugged Texas loner the ride of
his life in USA Today bestselling author Tina Leonard’s
seductive new series. Ava Buchanan dreams of a
career on the rodeo circuit. Winning a spot on a oneof-a-kind team would be her ticket to the life she’s
always wanted. Ava won’t let anyone stand in her
way—not even a stubborn cowboy whose slowmolasses smile and red-hot swagger set her senses
aflame . . . and whose talents as a trainer could make
her a star. Rodeo might be a man’s game, but Ava
knows the right woman’s touch can tame the wildest
heart. Trace Carter believes his mayor’s plan to raise
the town’s profile has disaster written all over it, and
he won’t allow the Hell’s Outlaws Training Center to
be dragged into the fiasco. Yet watching Ava’s
delectable body on horseback proves too much of a
temptation, and his fantasies stray to her riding skills
outside the arena. Soon Trace is fighting like hell to
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before it becomes a passion hotter than the Texas
sun. Praise for Last of the Red-Hot Cowboys “If you
like your cowboys smokin’ and your cowgirls sassy,
you’ll love the sparks that fly between Trace and Ava
in Tina Leonard’s Last of the Red-Hot
Cowboys.”—Laura Moore, author of Once Tasted
“Perfect for readers who enjoy heroes and heroines
who clash upon first meeting and several times
thereafter.”—Library Journal (starred review) “Hijinks
and conflict propel Leonard’s first entry in her Hell’s
Outlaws series, Last of the Red-Hot Cowboys.”—RT
Book Reviews “The perfect read for a day in the
sun.”—Manga Maniac Cafe “The actual story was
gripping. It was a book I couldn’t stop reading
because I had to see what happened. I even
abandoned my vacuuming to find out what happened
to Ava and Trace!”—Romance Novel Giveaways
“Refreshing . . . a very hot and steamy book.”—Hines
and Bigham’s Literary Tryst “I found myself totally
immersed in the story! I really liked the characters
and the dynamic in their small little town in
Texas.”—The Crafty Cauldron “I love a hot cowboy
and this book had several hot guys.”—Red’s Hot
Reads “A great introduction to the residents of Hell,
Texas . . . I can’t wait until the other boys of Hell’s
Outlaws get theirs.”—Hannah’s Words “The pages
flew by.”—Not Everyone’s Mama “I’ll definitely be
looking for more by Tina Leonard.”—That Ginger Girl
Reads “This book was a fun-filled ride that I'd read
over and over again.”—A Crazy Vermonter’s Book
Reviews Includes a special message from the editor,
as well as excerpts from other Loveswept titles.
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"Have You Seen . . . ?"
It began with the heartbreaking unparalleled bond
between family and lovers trust. An Emotional,
provocative, spiritual and unforgettable novel about
how we love, how we long to be loved, how the
choices we make from day to day has cause and
effect in our everyday lives. This novel is broad in
scope and settings. Wise, and dramatically true in its
story telling. “When Everything Get’s In The Way” is a
completely captivating novel that foretells deeply felt
pains of betrayal, lies, deceit and the broken bonds of
trust by a loved one and what it means to be human
and to love and wanting to be loved. What happens to
them and the large and small manners, in which it
echoes throughout, the lives of so many other people
is proof of the moral complexity of life, which involves
lovers wounds, and betrayal. And the honor and
sacrifice we make for one another to get to the top.

Face Value
From the author of Tall, Dark & Dead, the second in
the paranormal series featuring "a gem of a heroine"
(Mary Janice Davidson). Tall, Dark & Dead introduced
Garnet Lacey, a bookstore manager/witch who
accidentally unleashed the dark goddess Lilith on
Vatican assassins. Now she has other things to worry
about-like pesky frat boy zombies, a gorgeous FBI
agent hot on her trail, love spells gone wrong, and
keeping her vampire boyfriend a safe distance from
her vampire ex-boyfriend. There's just no rest for this
Wiccan
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The Flamenco Academy
What happens when an accountant decides to grab
life by the horns and try something new? Apparently a
pirate named Dave, a lot of pastel fleece, and
blackmail--just to start with. . . Visualize and succeed,
Oprah said. I was sure as hell trying, even if my
campaign to score a job as the local weather girl had
ended in a restraining order. Okay, TV was not my
strength. But a lack of talent has never stopped me
before. Which is why I've embarked on a writing
career. I mean, how hard can it be to come up with a
sexy romance? Leave it to me to wind up in a group of
porno writing grannies who discuss sex toys and
apple cobbler in the same breath. Also leave it to me
to leak an outlandish plot idea to a bestselling author
with the morals of a rabid squirrel. And only I could
get arrested for a jewelry heist I didn't commit--by a
hunky cop whose handcuffs just might tempt me to
sign up for a life of crime. Maybe I've found my calling
after all. . . "For a good time, read Robyn Peterman!"
--Michelle Rowen, national bestselling author "A zany
over-the-top rompfest." --Lexi George, author of
Demon Hunting in a Dive Bar "Outrageous, profane,
hilarious, sexy and all kinds of wacky!" --Michelle
Rowen, national bestselling author 91,500 Words

Fighting Fire #1: The Intern (Sexy New
Adult Romance)
Deacon Hunter is domineering. Condescending.
Infuriating. And yet I can’t seem to keep my panties
on for five minutes when we’re alone together. He
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keeps melting
them right off. With that sexy voice,
those confident hands, the way he brings my body
wildly to life, he’s proved my libido hasn’t gone into
permanent, post-divorce hibernation after all. Surely
there’s no harm in being enemies with benefits…
Right? *** When Violet Boden asks me to take her
Divorce Virginity, the only thing I can think is—come
again? No, seriously, come again. And again and
again, until both of us are so satisfied we can’t
remember the people who did us wrong. Best if we
keep conversation to a minimum, though, considering
I drive her crazy. She drives me crazy sometimes, too.
But she’s also sweet, loyal, fearless, and so much fun
she’s making it damn hard not to fall for her. But how
to convince a woman who’s put me in the emotional
no-fly zone that I deserve a place in her heart? As well
as in her panties…

Something Real
If a chemical drug like Viagra is accepted by the
society and by the world to ignite desire, then what is
the problem with my audio-visual drug called movie
which ignites desire? Both are basically doing the
same thing!- Mallika Sherawat In fairness cream ad,
the model shows her upper part of breasts, in soap
ad, the celebrity displays her bare back body, in nailpolish ad she wears miniskirt where her waxed legs
are clearly make some sense. Why?

America, You Sexy Bitch
"The storytelling has vitality and a spirit of rebellion,
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hope
for the future of all those bad girls with
dirty faces and bad boys on bikes."—The New York
Times "There is about Maggie Estep's work a
directness, a clear determination—a drive to cut
through, to break through, to claw through—that is
impressive."—A.M. Homes, author of The Mistress’s
Daughter "Maggie Estep is the bastard daughter of
Raymond Chandler and Anaïs Nin. Her prose is hardboiled and sexy; she turns a good phrase and shows
some leg."—Jonathan Ames, author of Wake Up, Sir!
Alice Hunter is a thirty-six-year-old professional
gambler living in Queens, New York. She is modestly
successful as a horseplayer and enjoys her work.
Though avidly pursued by her lover, Clayton, who she
refers to as The Big Oaf, Alice's closest companion is
Candy, a small spotted dog, and Alice likes it that
way. When Clayton's overzealousness leads Alice to
ask one of her racetrack cronies to intimidate Clayton
into leaving her, a few things go wrong and Alice
turns to her half-sister Eloise, a toy maker, whose own
lover has just been killed in a freak accident. There is
fierce love between Alice, Eloise, and Kimberly (their
unconventional mother), but it takes Alice's accidental
discovery of an awful secret Kimberly has been
keeping to truly bring three eccentric women,
seventeen dogs, and assorted lovers together. Maggie
Estep has published six books, including Hex, a New
York Times Notable Book of 2003. Her work has
appeared in many magazines and anthologies
including: Brooklyn Noir, Queens Noir, Aloud: Voices
from the Nuyorican Poets Café, The Best American
Erotica, and The Outlaw Bible of American Poetry. She
has performed her work in a wide variety of venues
ranging from Lincoln Center to Lollapalooza, Charlie
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Woodstock, New York.

Cruise Confidential
The spotlight doesn’t get any hotter than this Rachel
Marsh doesn’t have time to think about the pampered
lives of Hollywood stars. She’s too busy running her
family’s Lazy M Ranch in Arizona. But even Rachel has
heard of Jackson Stone, the green-eyed movie
megahunk known for his sexual prowess both on- and
offscreen. Jackson is the last person Rachel would
expect to show up looking for work as a cowboy. But
that’s exactly what happens . . . and now Rachel has
her hands full keeping her mind on the Lazy M--and
off Jackson! After a nasty tabloid scandal, Jackson has
decided it would be best to spend a little time out of
the public eye. When he stumbles across the Lazy M
Ranch, he hatches a brilliant plan: to convince its
pretty owner to let him go undercover as a cowboy
until things blow over. Jackson sees nothing wrong
with spending a little time incognito--especially with a
woman like Rachel, who looks as good roping cattle
as she does by the light of an intimate campfire. Now,
far from inquiring eyes, these two slightly cynical
lovers are going to discover just how good they are at
being bad . . . and the outcome may be more than
downright sexy. It may be true love.

Have You Seen My Sexy?
Thanks to her black mother and her Irish father, Ruth
"Penny" Borum is the color of a new penny. Big-boned
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and notoriously
sassy, Ruth is nonetheless the
organist and a member in good standing of Antioch,
Virginia's most prominent black church--or at least
she was until she dragged the popular Reverend Jonas
Borum into an ugly divorce. Having lost everything in
the divorce, Ruth scrapes by on what she can make
as a hairdresser at Diana's, a tiny two-seat salon.
Alone at night, in her basement apartment, she
indulges in ice cream and argues with the Almighty.
Did He have to take everything away? And when is He
going to give something back? The Good Lord must
have a sense of humor. That's the only conclusion
Ruth can reach when He makes her fall head over
heels in love. . .with a white man. Her friends are
appalled, and Antioch, her spiritual home since birth,
is ready to throw her out on her ear. Still, with the
help of jump rope rhymes, a homeless man who hears
God's voice in a mason jar, and two children who
want a Mama as much as she wants them, Ruth's
determined to prove anything is possible--even love
between two people who couldn't be more
mismatched. . . "Delightful! Sexy! Something Real is
like a burst of sunshine." --Romance in Color "J. J.
Murray has outdone himself with his latest work. He
has written a realistic story that could happen to
anyone."--RAWSistaz

Last of the Red-Hot Cowboys
It's election night and Henry Louis Davis II waits for
the results that could make him the first AfricanAmerican president of the United Statesthe
impossible goal he had held since the day Dr. Martin
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Luther King,
was shotback when he shared his
dreams with the love of his teenage life as they
promised each other it would be for "always." The
years have taken Henry along a path filled with highs
and lows. His wife, Leslie, is his lover and best friend,
a woman to whom he has pledged himself for always.
His long ago love, Cheryl, is the mother of a grown
daughterwith a yearning for the one man whom she
has loved for always. Now three people face an
historic night alone--each recalling the dreams of
yesterday and the promises of tomorrow that will
bring them to a love meant to last for Always

Bad for You
In 1975, David Thomson published his Biographical
Dictionary of Film, and few film books have enjoyed
better press or such steady sales. Now, thirty-three
years later, we have the companion volume, a second
book of more than 1,000 pages in one voice—that of
our most provocative contemporary film critic and
historian. Juxtaposing the fanciful and the fabulous,
the old favorites and the forgotten, this sweeping
collection presents the films that Thomson offers in
response to the question he gets asked most
often—“What should I see?” This new book is a
generous history of film and an enticing critical
appraisal written with as much humor and passion as
historical knowledge. Not content to choose his own
top films (though they are here), Thomson has
created a list that will surprise and delight you—and
send you to your best movie rental service. But he
also probes the question: after one hundred years of
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Seen . . . ?” suggests a true canon of cinema and one
that’s almost completely accessible now, thanks to
DVDs. This book is a must for anyone who loves the
silver screen: the perfect confection to dip into at any
point for a taste of controversy, little-known facts, and
ideas about what to see. This is a volume you’ll want
to return to again and again, like a dear but
argumentative friend in the dark at the movies.

Family Love
At the height of the hair-metal craze, when the
airwaves were dominated by ear-shredding guitar
solos played by men clad in lace gloves, cowboy
boots, and tight denim, when Aqua Net was more
precious than gold, when MTV actually played music
videos and not just shows like Pimp My Locker, a band
named Onyxxx (one X wasn’t nearly enough) came
close to making it big. What stopped Onyxxx from
taking its place beside legendary bands like Poison,
Guns N’ Roses, and Mötley Crüe? Sex, drugs,
groupies, . . . and geometry homework. Craig
Williams, Onyxxx’s red-haired, head-banging guitarist,
tells his tale of near rock stardom in Mom, Have You
Seen My Leather Pants? With a manager who was a
dead ringer for Loni Anderson, club owners willing to
offer sexual favors and limo rides, and scads of
California girls lifting their shirts and screaming their
names, Craig knew what it was to be a star—until he
realized that Onyxxx wasn’t the second coming of
Warrant. They just weren’t that good. And Craig
wasn’t having fun anymore. A music memoir for any
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Sunset Strip, and a hilarious tribute to a musical era
we can only hope will never have a resurgence, Mom,
Have You Seen My Leather Pants? will give you an
appetite for destruction. From the Trade Paperback
edition.

Summer at the Little French Cafe
Holidays mean family, friends, presents—and extra
doses of drama! But for three girls, the one gift they
weren't expecting may be everything they ever hoped
for… Shopping for My Boyfriend by Earl Sewell When
Jeremy, Anna's longtime crush, asks her to be his
girlfriend, it's a yuletide surprise she never saw
coming. And in order to get him the perfect gift, she
will have to do a total 180 from shy girl to outrageous
reality-show contestant. But to discover what Jeremy
truly desires for Christmas, Anna will have to get close
and risk her heart…. My Only Wish by Caridad Ferrer
Claudia Abreu knew her family was doing more than
hiding presents and heating up Cuban cider for her
holiday homecoming. Just her luck—her childhood
friend, who has been invited as her New Year's Eve
party date, is athletic and popular…pretty much
everything she's not. But David Levy hopes he finally
has the chance to show Claudia that they really do
have enough in common to make both of their
dreams come true…together. All I Want for Christmas
Is You by Deidre Berry Bree Calloway's holiday is off
to one very un-merry start. First, her boyfriend,
Lance, is keeping secrets. Second, getting the lead in
The Nutcracker means facing off with a dance-divaPage 22/32
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third, the chemistry between Bree and
her know-it-all ballet partner, David, is sparking way
too hot. Now Bree has one chance to straighten out
this tangled tinsel—and make her Christmas truly
bright.

You Couldn't Make It Up
When the band hits it big, Kiera and Kellan must ask
themselves if their love can survive the pressures of
superstardom. The friendships they've formed and
the new family they've found, the history they've built
together will all come together to help them figure out
if their relationship can triumph over the trials of the
band's exploding popularity. A starlet who will do
anything to get ahead - including throw Kiera under a
bus - and the reappearance of Denny, Kiera's former
boyfriend, are just two of the obstacles the lovers
must overcome to be together forever. But if they can
survive, their love will blossom like never before.

If I Can't Have You
One Night, Two Heirs
Small-town reporter Kate Miller has never been a
fashion do—until now. Kate Miller is no beauty expert.
The rookie reporter from small-town England can?t
walk properly in a pair of heels and doesn?t know the
first thing about waxing. But then she receives an
incredible phone call. Darling magazine in New York
wantsher to be their new beauty editor! So what if she
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has no idea
kohl? Suddenly Kate?along with her deep-discount
clothes and hopelessly dated hair?is in the Big Apple,
being swept away by the world of fashion. But she
better find a way to put a positive spin on plastic
surgery for the big yearly supplement or she?ll lose
everything??including the hotshot plastic surgeon-tothe-stars who thinks Kate?s beauty is way more than
skin deep.

Kiss
In this book Im talking about the door of heaven
above a footbridge in the center part of the park far
from the entrance, not easily accessible or visible, it
opens only when visitors from heaven wants to come
to earth for a time value hosted by fairies or vice
versa when they have business with
therepresentatives of God in heaven. The door is
supposed to open permanently to created a new age
for men to enjoy in the near future, the role of men is
simple, it is to walk holding in his mind the
equilibrium of all the tendencies of the collective
karma through out the planet, for that in my story
they are helped by Lord Vishnu the maintainer of the
world, but fi rst and foremost this is also a love story.
Love heals, it maintains harmony, it is cosmic and
reaches all parts of the universe, when strong it
erases differences.

Have You Seen Her Dressed In White
In the beautiful village of Chamillon lies the Café Belle
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when you need them the most – and where Elle is
hoping to uncover the truth about her past… Thirtyyear-old Elle Matheson has decided it’s finally time to
find the mother who gave her up as a baby. With a
faded postcard from the Café Belle Vie in hand – one
of the very few things she has from her mother – she
heads straight to the Île de Ré to begin her search.
With only the postcard and the ivory shawl she was
wrapped in as clues, finding her mum is like trying to
find a needle in a haystack, even with the help of
friendly – and gorgeous – café-owner Charlie. And
since Elle hasn’t exactly told her younger sister what
she’s up to, the little white lies about where she is are
starting to add up… But Elle is really starting to feel at
home on the beautiful island. The locals are
welcoming, the café is homely, and Charlie is always
there with a helping hand, a listening ear, and a pain
au chocolat. Is Elle about to discover not just where
she came from – but where she belongs? A hilarious
rom com perfect for reading in the sunshine! Fans of
Debbie Johnson, Zara Stoneley and Debbie Macomber
will love Karen Clarke! Readers are loving Summer at
the Little French Café! ‘I was hooked in really quickly
into the wonderful, summery book, and read it in a
few short hours… I loved every moment of this
delightful book and there was even a mystery that
had me stumped but equally eager to find out the
outcome. This was a pure pleasure to read.’ Rachel’s
Random Reads, 5 stars ‘A fabulous sunny, summery
read that sparkles and delights. I was engrossed in
this lovely story from page one. Lovely imagery and a
really pretty cover, a must read for the beach!’
NetGalley Reviewer, 5 stars ‘You can’t help but kept
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The added aspect of it all being set in
France was just the icing on the top of an already
scrumptious story… a wonderful and entertaining
read.’ By the Letter Book Reviews, 5 stars ‘So
summery and inviting – I couldn't wait to dive in! The
story moves quickly, with Karen’s usual humour,
which makes the pages fly by… Enjoyable and fills
you with happiness… fell in love with the location of
the novel and the characters.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5
stars ‘Has everything: fantastic characters, a great
storyline, beautiful scenery, and it will leave you
smiling from ear to ear and feeling good and happy.
Loved it.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Perfect
summer read, with great characters, beautifully
described scenery and a story that will have you
glued to the page. Really enjoyed this book.’
Goodreads Reviewer ‘Just amazing and that hit the
right spot with me… a joy to read… fooled me with
her love choice for the heroine and it was quite a
twist.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘A really sweet
quick read. I was hooked straight away… Perfect for
fans of Katie Fforde and Debbie Macomber.’
Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘A really lovely feel-good
book which leaves you with a smile on your face… a
huge host of delightful characters in this book and the
descriptions of Chamillon will leave you wanting to
visit… Loved it. A perfect feel-good summer book.’
NetGalley Reviewer, 5 stars ‘I can't stop smiling…
absolutely delightful! Quirky, engaging characters
that I missed as soon as the book ended… a great
choice for a beach read.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars
‘I loved this book and had some real laugh out loud
moments.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘A
heartwarming, feel-good book that I skipped through
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summer.’ NetGalley Reviewer ‘You know that feeling
of being in France for the summer, walking by the
beach, visiting the loveliest, quaintest little town?
That’s Summer at the Little French Café for you… the
perfect book to read on a lazy Sunday.’ Walking
Through the Pages ‘A light and heartwarming book
that is perfect for the summer.’ Goodreads Reviewer
‘A perfect holiday read. I am looking forward to
reading more books by Karen Clarke.’ Goodreads
Reviewer, 5 stars ‘I loved the dreamy setting and
characters! The perfect summer read!’ Goodreads
Reviewer

The Good, the Bad, and the Sexy
Soon to be a major motion picture directed by George
C. Wolfe, produced by Denise Di Novi and starring
Hilary Swank, Josh Duhamel and Emmy Rossum Bec is
adrift. It's the summer before her junior year in
college. She's sleeping with a married professor,
losing interest in her classes, and equivocating about
her career. She takes a job caring for Kate, a thirty-sixyear-old woman who has been immobilized by ALS. As
it turns out, before the disease Kate was a stylish and
commanding woman, an advertising executive and an
accomplished chef. Now, as she and Bec spend long
days together, Bec begins to absorb Kate's
sophistication and her sensuality, cooking for her,
sharing her secrets, and gradually beginning to live
her own life with a boldness informed by Kate's
influence. The more intense her commitment to Kate,
the further Bec strays from the complacency of her
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dangerous territory, Bec will have to choose between
the values of her old life and the allure of an entirely
new one.

How Hard Can It Be?
Innocence isn’t meant for the addictive…The next
sultry affair in the New York Times bestselling Sea
Breeze Collection by Abbi Glines is unstoppably
steamy. Addiction is part of Krit Corbin’s nature—and
women have always been his favorite obsession. But
that’s the life of a lead singer in a band. He can have
any woman he wants—anywhere, anytime. Well,
except for one. Blythe Denton is used to being alone.
The minister’s family who raised her never accepted
her as their own, and the cruel minister’s wife made
sure Blythe understood just how unworthy she was of
love. So when she finally gets the chance to live by
herself, Blythe takes it and moves into an apartment
building with a loud upstairs neighbor who keeps
throwing parties all night long. It’s during one such
party when Krit opens the door to find his new
neighbor standing there. Blythe wants him to turn
down the music, but he convinces her to stay. She’s
nothing like the women who parade in and out of his
apartment, but Krit can’t resist her—her brown hair,
cute glasses, and sexy innocence is too much for him
to ignore. Determined to win Blythe over, Krit Corbin
may have just found his biggest addiction yet.

Bookalam Park
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In Cruise For
Confidential,
Brian David Bruns spills the dirt
— or in this case, the dirty water — on those
romantic, fun-filled vacations at sea. His hilarious
chronicle of the year he spent working for Carnival
Cruise Lines takes readers down into the areas where
the crew works and lives, leaving readers gasping
with laughter as they’re assaulted nonstop with
events that range from the absurd to the utterly
bizarre. Stewards fighting over food. Cutlery
allowances and other nonsensical rules. What the
crew calls those onboard (no, it’s not “passengers”).
And of course, the sex. An abundance of ready,
willing, and able bodies eager for action on a vessel
replete with nooks and crannies leads to love in some
mighty strange, and seemingly impossible, places.
Breezy, entertaining, and informative, Cruise
Confidential is essential reading for those planning a
cruise or for anyone who just needs a good laugh.

Mom, Have You Seen My Leather Pants?
This is the first of a trilogy based on the struggles of
the game that most people dont know about and the
cold-hearted streets of Duval County, Florida. With
the trials and tribulations of Freeze, Slim, and Bat
Man, will they win, or will they lose their chess match
with the reaper? Will they make it out of the game, or
will the reaper make the last move?

Have You Seen Her?
Duty is his world. And upon seeing Sadie Price with
twin girls, marine Rick Pruitt realizes he has some
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Texas, if he'd known Sadie was carrying his babies.
Yet the feisty single mom has no intention of agreeing
to a loveless marriage. True, she and Rick share a
bond, as well as undeniable passion. But Sadie
believes vows should last a lifetime, not be declared
out of obligation. Making it Rick's new mission to
change her mind….

Then Came Abby (Southern Love #4)
Courtney looked at her small, drab room and sighed.
Her dolls sat in a corner along with her warrior
princess outfit, sword, and shield. She spent countless
hours playing with these toys, one moment giving tea
to her dolls and the next fighting her friends as the
warrior princess. While her real world life had become
a much better place since she had visited Elysia every
night, she still missed her earlier childhood when she
and both her parents spent so much time together.
She lived in a happy world then, one filled with family
parties, trips to the movies and parks, and just time
spent quietly together. Then, the anger and the
darkness came. Her father and mother, suddenly lost
their jobs, and the arguments started soon after. Her
mom found work at another company, but her dad did
not find a new job. Then one day after a long
argument the police came and took her dad away.
Courtney had seen him only once from afar since that
terrible day. In her mind, she journeyed back to this
time. Courtney, lay in her bed, waiting for sleep to
come. Just a few months ago, Courtney had been able
to fall asleep as soon as her head hit the pillow. When
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sleep finally
in front of an elaborate wrought-iron gate with a large
sign reading Elysia set amid the swirling pieces of
iron. The sun shone very brightly, birds sang happily,
and sweet flower smells escaped from the spaces
between the iron bars of the fence. The place looked
very much like illustrations in her books, but instead
of being pictures on a page or the more fuzzy parts of
the dreams she remembered, this place seemed very
real to her, as real as the life she ordinarily led. Even
in her eleven-year-old mind, Courtney knew this place
could not exist, but nonetheless she stood here.
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